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Summary

Singh and Katarla 12) and Singh and Upadhyaya [1] have
generalized the classes of estimators of population variance and
population mean respectively, proposed earlier bySrivastava andJhaJJ
[31, [41 and claimthat these are moreefficient. TheirclaimIs shown to
be Incorrect.
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Introduction

For estimating the population variance Oy arid the meanYofa
finite population utilizing the known population variance si and the
population mean Xofan auxiliary varia,ble x, Srivastava and Jhajj
[3], [4] considered classes of estimators defined by

th =Syh(u, v) (1)

for the variance Oy, and

yt = y t(u. v) (2)

and yg= g(y. u, v) (3)

for the mean Y. Here the functions h(.,.), t(.,.) and g( ) are
parametric functions satisfying certain regularity conditions and

2

u=% ,v = : s^ and xdenote the sample variance and the sample
Sx ^
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mean of the auxiliary variable x based on a simple random sample
of size n from the given finite population. By putting the conditions
h(l.l) = 1, t(l,l) = 1 and g( Y, 1. 1) = Y, it was ensured that the bias
of these estimators are of the order n"\ The mean square errors of
these estimators up to terms of order n"', were obtained and
minimized with respect to the unknown parameters in the classes.
The minimum mean square errors of the estimators up to terms of
order n"' are given by

miri M(th) = n~' a,"' P2(y)- 1
{l-lf C^+ P2(X)- 1 -2(1-1)KM'

P2(x)-1 c^-

min M(yt) = min M(yg) = n"'Y® ^2 .2x (pCyVi- Xf

(4)

(5)

where the notations are as used in Srivastava and Jhaij (1980,
1981).

Recently Singh and Kataria [2]and earlier Singh and Upadhyaya
[1] have proposed new classes of estimators for the variance and
mean respectively and claim that these are more efficient fhari (1)
and (2), (3) respectively. Their claim is not justified as the
improvement in mean square errors obtained and shown by them
is in the terms oforder n"^ whereas theyhave taken the minimum
mean square errors of (1), (2) and (3) up to terms oforder n~^ only.
Thus such a comparison is invalid and the claim about improvement
false.

2. Estimator of Variance

Singh and Kataria [2] in their paper have proposed a class of
estimators of Oy given by

ts = Sy h(u.v) + a

o2by (6)

where h(l,l) = 1 and a is taken a constant. Following the Taylor's
series expansion of the h(u.v), they arrived at the following
expression for the minimuni mean square error of (6),
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n ^ Oy |P2(y)- 1
mln M(ts) = min M(th) - •

1+ 3n"^ P2(y)- 1 (7)

where min M(th) isas given in (4), andclaim that theproposed class
of estimators is more efficient than the class of estimators (1)
considered by Srivastava and Jhajj [3]. Now even if the expression
(7) is taken as correct, the conclusion drawn by them is incorrect.
Theauthors write that the expression forMttg) is up to terms oforder
n"'and the expression for min MCt^) as given in (4) is alsoup to terms
of order n'\ However, the difference min M(tii- min Mtt^) as given by
(7) is oforder n"^. Hence their conclusion is notvalid. In fact, if (7)
is regarded as correct, the two estimators t^ and tj^ have same
minimum mean square errprs up to terms of order n" .

Thederivation of the expressions for the mean square error and
hence its minimum value is also incorrect. The conclusion drawn
from equation (2.2) ofSingh and Kataria (1990) that the bias is of
order n"^ is incorrect. The leading term in the bias ofts is which
is not oforder n~\ Theexpression (2.3). for M(ts) vidll involve not only
a, hi and h2 but also hu, hi2 and h22. the second order partial
derivatives ofh(u,v) at the point (1,1). Up to terms of order n it is
given by

M(ts) = E ^ (Oy - a) e+ 2a hii^ + 2a h2 6
Ov

(o^ af 2a'
e^ + ^Oy h^+ ahii^ V

+(ay ha +ahga) +2(4 - aOy+ a)hi et]

+ 2 Oy- aOy + a h2 e6+2(oy hih2 +ahiaj ti 8

And now this should be minimized with respect to a, hi, h2, hi i
and h22 toobtain themln IVKt^). It caneasily beseen that thevalue
of a that TniTiiTnl7.es (8) is of order n"'. And if such a value of a is
used in the estimator (6), the second term on its right hand side is
of order n"'. In all the discussion terms of order n'' are assumed
negligible as compared to those of order unity.

(8)
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3. Estimator ofMean

For estimating the mean Y. Singh and Upadhyaya [1] have
considered the class of estimators

yh = u, v)

generalizing thejstimatorJ^S) of^ivastava and Jhajj [4]bychanging
the condition g(Y. 1. 1) =Yto h(Y. 1, 1) =Yh, fY, 1. 1). Here again
the discussion made in the preceding section holds.

The conclusion that the bias of yh is of order n~^ is not true
unless hi CY, 1, 1) = 1 + 0( n~^), which has not been assumed. The
expression for M(yh) as given in (2.3) of Singh and Upadhyaya [1] is
not correct and wUl also involve second order partial derivatives of
h(y,u,v) at the point (Y, 1,1). Hence the optimum values as given at
(2.4) are obviously incorrect. Even if (2.5) is arrived at by imposing
some very restrictive conditions on the function h(y,u,v), the
expression (2.5) and (1.4) of their paper are equivalent up to terms
oforder n . The difference min M^g)- min M(^h) as given in(2.6) of
Singh and Upadhyaya [1]is oforder n~^ and hence their claim about
the increase in efficiency is incorrect. There is an error (perhaps

printing) in the expression (2.6); it should have a multiplier .
nA
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